
TEXTILE SCAFFOLD 

This class focuses on exploring techniques and applications of technical textiles in the industry, 
more specifically we are focusing on crystallisation, Scaffolding and silicone. During this class we 
made small samples of different techniques.


CRYSTALLIZATION 
We started with Crystallization. Different types of salts create different kinds of crystal shapes. 
For my Cristal recepies I went to thoughtco.com and the presentation. 

One of the interesting things about crystals is the fact that you can determine where they will grow 
by covering certain parts of the textile (cover it with anything that shines!). To most of the crystals 
water we added acrylic paint for colour. 


 

http://thoughtco.com


Epsom Salt Crystal   
The recipe we followed is the following:




Borax Salt Crystal 
(The ratio is 3 table spoons of borax to 1 of boiling water (250 ml) )

The recipe we followed is the following:




Alum Salt Crystal 
The recipe we followed is the following:

Once the crystals are grown make sure the air is not too humid because it will cause the them to 
decrease in size significantly




SCAFFOLDING 
It is a composite, usually hardening. Mostly resins are used and can be very unhealthy. An 
alternative is bio plastics which is convenient because it can be remelted.  


During this class I used fabrics to make composites. 


I tried to make a fabric vase:


For me the most interesting aspect of this week was to play and create things with silicone. I tried 
to play with color and textures.




MOULDING LEATHER 

This was something we did as a class. To start we CNC milled a 3d scanned face out of foam:


Then we placed the leather over the face and tried to take a away as much air as possible.




How can this be applied to the fashion industry? 

From what I have understood scaffolding is right now used mostly within the field of (interior) 
architecture and furniture design. I think that specially combining fabric with silicone could be very 
interesting for the fashion industry for items like jackets and bags. The downside to it is that it is 
labour intensive and can be very heavy. But I think that more experimentation can lead to beautiful 
results!



